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Abstract. The paper describes three software packages – the main components 
of a software system for processing and web-presentation of Bulgarian lan-
guage resources – parallel corpora and bilingual dictionaries. The author briefly 
presents current versions of the core components “Dictionary” and “Corpus” as 
well as the recently developed component “Connection” that links both “Dic-
tionary” and “Corpus”. The components main functionalities are described as 
well. Some examples of the usage of the system’s web-applications are includ-
ed. 
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1 Introduction 
The software packages described in this paper handle great repositories of natural 
language data in Bulgarian. The main reason for development and implementation of 
such software tools is Bulgarian language preservation– because the language is a part 
of the cultural heritage of our country. The tools use two sets of natural language data: 
bilingual dictionaries and text corpora. The dictionaries are big collections of special 
structured texts in one or more languages, with a lot of additional information: defini-
tions, etymology, phonetics, pronunciations, examples of usage and other information 
[1, 4]. A corpus or text corpus is a large set (repository of texts) nowadays usually 
electronically stored and processed. A corpus may contain texts in a single language 
(monolingual corpus) or texts in multiple languages (multilingual corpus). Parallel 
corpus is a set of parallel texts (a text placed alongside its translation or translations). 
A special kind of corpus is an aligned corpus, it consists of segments, which are origi-
nal/translated version of the same texts and links/relations between corresponding 
segments. The result of the alignment of two parallel texts is a merged document, 
usually called bi-text, composed of both source- and target-language versions of a 
given text that retains the original sentence order. They have applications in statistical 
machine translation, contrastive studies and linguistic analysis, for validating linguis-
tic rules in specific researches. 
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The digitalization of both dictionaries and corpora is costly time-consuming diffi-
cult process, which requires creation, editing, cleaning, linking and updating the data. 
The software system used for processing bilingual digital resources is developed at 
the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics of BAS. The main purpose of its realiza-
tion is the creation of a useful web tool that allows users to access the available digital 
language resources at the time. The system actually connects three different software 
packages each one has its own database and its own user interface. 
The first package creates online Bulgarian-Polish dictionary [3], which digital data 
are accessible by web-application via Internet. The next stage in the process of build-
ing the software system is development a web-application for presentation of bilin-
gual aligned corpora with Bulgarian as one of the paired languages [2]. The third 
component is a package “Connection” that was added on the third phase of develop-
ment of the software system to realize a connection between both previous compo-
nents. So a need of a small reprogramming of the both previous tools arises. The 
“Connection” component is just new interface which is connecting both databases: of 
the bilingual online dictionary which is already independent from specifying the se-
cond language (Bulgarian-Lang2 online dictionary) and bilingual aligned corpora 
with Bulgarian as one of the paired languages. 
The software system for Web-presentations of the Bulgarian language resources is 
implemented to serve the needs of two main groups of users. Administrators- the 
people who will manage the system and have special authorization to edit, delete and 
add new data, and the second type of users are the so-called “end-users” (or casual 
users) – people who use it, who have limited rights- only to visualize and use the data. 
2 “Dictionary” – Web-application for the Presentation of 
Bilingual Dictionaries (with Bulgarian as the Source 
Language) 
“Dictionary” is a multifunctional software tool for the creation and web-presentation 
of a bilingual online dictionary with Bulgarian as the source language in the pair. 
The dictionary tool is based on a bilingual Lexical Database (LDB). The goal is to 
design a LDB independent of the second (target) language Lang2. In other words, the 
source language is Bulgarian and the target language is an unspecified changeable 
language of translation. The current version uses digital Bulgarian-Polish LDB [6]. 
2.1 Tasks and Web-services Allocated to the “Administrative (Control)” 
Panel of the Online Dictionary 
 To create a web-based Bulgarian-Lang2 dictionary with capabilities of presenting 
the dictionary entries as a paper one would, is easy to use and does not require ad-
ditional “administrator” training, to provide functionality for updating the diction-
ary content, to provide possibilities to store the information about missing words 
reported by the “end-users”; 
 To prepare a User Manual that can be regularly updated. 
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The software tool offers a user-friendly interface for adding, editing, deleting and 
searching for words. The access to this panel is restricted and only people who have 
authorization can access it. After the username and user’s password have been entered 
and verified, the user is redirected to the “administrative (control)” panel. From drop-
down list the user chooses what kind of POS will be entered. The web form for enter-
ing a dictionary entry was recently reprogrammed in order to be more convenient and 
useful for the administrators (Fig. 1). The web form shows all specifications neces-
sary for selected POS, the fields for other POS are hidden. When all the information is 
filled out and the user presses the button “Save”, the word is added to the database. 
We show an example with a dictionary entry whose headword, the Bulgarian verb 
“работя” /to work/ appears in the list of selected Bulgarian headwords. A verb is 
chosen, because the Bulgarian verbs are the richest POS category with specific char-
acteristics and we can show more functionalities of the web tool. Fig. 1 shows the 
steps which one “administrator” should follow to upload a new entry to the LDB sup-
porting the Bulgarian-Polish online dictionary. 
 
 
Fig. 1. “Administrative (control)” panel – adding of the grammatical characteristics of the 
Bulgarian verb “работя” /to work/ 
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2.2 Tasks and Web-services Allocated to the “End-user” Part of the Web-site 
 To create a user-friendly interface in both languages – Bulgarian and Lang2;  
 To ensure quick search of words in the online dictionary; 
 To provide accurate and up-to-date information to “end-users”; 
 To provide the ability for translation in both directions. 
The “end-user” part is “bilingual”: the user can choose the input language (Bulgar-
ian or Lang2). There is a possibility to search for a translation in both directions: from 
Bulgarian to Lang2 or from Lang2 to Bulgarian. The translation from Bulgarian to 
Lang2 will display the whole information existing in the LDB of the dictionary for the 
searched word. The translation from Lang2 to Bulgarian will be composed only of the 
main meaning of the Bulgarian headwords [3, 4]. 
 
 
Fig. 2. “End-user” part – displaying the dictionary entry of the verb “работя” /to work/ in the 
end-user part 
3 “Corpus” – Web-application for Aligned Corpora 
Presentation 
“Corpus” is a technological tool implemented as a web-based application for the 
presentation of bilingual aligned corpora with Bulgarian as one the two paired lan-
guages. An aligned corpus is a parallel corpus containing relations between corre-
sponding chunks of text of multiple languages [5, 8, 9]. The texts in the ongoing ver-
sion of the corpora are automatically aligned at the sentence level. We used language-
independent freely-available software tools to align bilingual corpora in which Bul-
garian was one of the two languages: the MT2007 Memory Translation computer 
aided tool (TextAlign), and the Bitext Aligner/Converter (Bitext2tmx aligner). Both 
software packages align bilingual texts without bilingual dictionaries, but human edit-
ing is obligatory. The resulting aligned texts (usually called bi-texts) are similar. The 
main applications of bi-texts are in a computer-assisted human translation, in systems 
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for machine translation for the training of software tools, for training of translators. 
The web-based bi-texts can also be used in contrastive studies or other linguistics 
research, for retrieval of linguistic information, for producing concordances, for de-
veloping bi- and multilingual lexical databases and different kinds of digital dictionar-
ies, [7]. The next description focuses to the software tool and user interface.  
The component “Corpus” consists of two software packages – an “administrative 
(control)” panel and an “end-user” part of the web-site. The “administrative (control)” 
panel has a very simple interface and offers the possibility for the user to add to, edit, 
delete from and search the database of the corpus. 
3.1 Relational Database, Supporting Web-application 
The base of the Web-application is the relational database (RDB) of the Bulgarian-
Lang2 (Polish in this case) corpora. The relational model is supported by tables con-
taining core information of the corpora entries and the links established between 
them.  
The usage of RDB for storage of the corpora entries has several advantages: 
maintenance of the integrity of data, ensuring data security and independence, quick 
and efficient search and data retrieval, upload and updates. We paid special attention 
to building the database that supports the web presentation of bilingual corpora in 
order to address the following computational complexities.  
Searching a large text can be a costly operation, one that takes up a long time to 
run. The RDB structure was therefore designed in a way to provide easy and fast 
search capabilities for the end-users of the bilingual web corpora. 
When a user inserts a new record in the RDB through the “administrative (con-
trol)” panel, a back-end text parser program takes the input text and simplifies it to its 
separate constituent words. The different words are then saved in different fields in an 
index table of the database, and for each word a link is kept to another table where the 
full text of the aligned pair is saved. This parsing is done for both texts – the one in 
Lang2 as well as the Bulgarian text. In this way, we achieve a good search perfor-
mance and only a small delay while inserting new records in the RDB. The delay is 
not so sensible and the administrator will not pay a big attention to it, because he has 
the possibility to add the new aligned pairs only one by one. The “administrative 
(control)” panel provides a simple web-form where the user can insert a new pair of 
aligned texts [2]. 
3.2 End-user Web-interface 
The web-based end-user interface is bilingual. Only a search-by-word capability is 
provided to the end user. The user can choose the input language (Bulgarian or Lang2 
– Polish, in this case). The search is performed according to the primary language 
selected by the user. All pairs of aligned text where the searched word has been found 
are listed in a table. In order to show the word in a better context, together with the 
target pair we display the previous and next pair as well. If the search results exceed 
more than 15 records, paging is provided. The Fig. 3 shows the end-user query for 
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searching Bulgarian word “работя“ /to work/ and resulting concordance with this 
word in the corpus (aligned texts of R. Kapuściński’s The Soccer War). 
 
 
Fig. 3. End-user query and concordances with Bulgarian word “работя“ /to work/ 
4 “Connection” – Web-application for Dictionary and Corpus 
Connection 
4.1 Main Function of the Connection Component 
Administrator & Super Administrator Functions: 
 
 The administrator of any tool has to have access to the “administrative (control)” 
panel and “end-user” part of the web-site of the other components: that is, access 
has to be provided from the “administrative (control)” panel of “Dictionary” to the 
“end-user” part of the web-site and “administrative (control)” panel of “Corpus” 
and vice versa; 
 The administrator has to be able to change personal data for access to the “adminis-
trative (control) panel – password and email. If the administrator has access rights 
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for both “Dictionary” and “Corpus” components, any similar changes have to be 
noted in both places; 
 The super administrator has to be able to create new users or delete existing users. 
The super administrator has to determine access rights for a given user. From the 
“administrative (control)” panel of “Dictionary” or “Corpus” it must be possible to 
create new users (including administrators) who have simultaneous access to “ad-
ministrative (control)” panels in both components. 
User Interface Functions: 
 To allow users to search in parallel or in circuit in the dictionary and/or corpus, to 
display the search results in a synthesised way, to facilitate the user in an effective 
use; 
 The user interface should use not only Bulgarian but also every second language 
Lang2, loaded in the lexical database; 
 Virtual keyboard to facilitate the entry of Bulgarian and Lang2 words; 
 A possibility for user registration via a given prompt to provide access to addition-
al functionalities, some of which could be developed in the future. 
4.2 Web-application for Corpus and Dictionary Connection 
The web-application developed to unite the use of “Dictionary” and “Corpus” tools 
was easily realized because autonomous user interfaces were developed for each 
component. Each component is accessible separately, and has its own internet ad-
dress. The need for developing a common user interface arose with the idea of creat-
ing a common system which processes digital bilingual resources with Bulgarian. The 
“end-user” part of the web-site in the linking modules has a common access, and us-
ers will be able to search with it in both databases – dictionary and corpus. A search 
for Bulgarian and Lang2 words is possible. This component had a relatively simple 
structure: mirror Bulgarian and Lang2 versions, hyperlinks to the “end-user” part of 
the web-site of the dictionary and corpus and several sections – “about the project”, 
“maintenance”, and “entry”. The “Home-page” module consists of a query form with 
text field, where the user can enter the word of his information search and via a 
check-box choose where to search. If the user searches for the translation correspond-
ence of the word entered (in the dictionary database), the screen displays the diction-
ary entry whose headword is this given word. If the user searches the given word in 
the corpus database, the screen displays the concordance of the given word. A dual 
search option is also provided that will display on the screen the information present 
in the dictionary and corpus databases: dictionary entry plus pairs of aligned text 
where the word occurs.  
Since the user interface of “Dictionary” and “Corpus” has a two-way connection 
for switching between systems, the user is provided with the following possibility: if 
the query result in any component is “nil”, the user has the possibility to start an ana-
logical search in the other software system by a button click. A small sub-window 
appears displaying the results of the second search, for example, if the first search was 
in the dictionary, the sub-window displays the results from the secondary search in 
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the corpus and vice versa. The new tool will not have its own “administrative (con-
trol)” panel. Every component “Dictionary” and “Corpus” has different structures and 
specifications, so joining them into a single “administrative (control)” panel would 
create a complex structure accessible via a complex interface and create difficulties 
for the user. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Result displayed after the search of Bulgarian word “работя” /to work/ via the compo-
nent “Connection” in both repositories of data in Bulgarian – corpus and dictionary. 
The only common part between both tools is the login page. When the user loads 
the system into a web-browser, a login form appears. The login form provides a pos-
sibility for the user to enter user-name and password, and then via a radio-button 
choose which system to enter. After an access rights check, the system redirects the 
user to the “administrative (control)” panel of the “Dictionary” or the “administrative 
(control)” panel of the “Corpus”. The user has access to both parts with the same 
password. However, the “administrative (control)” panels of “Dictionary” and “Cor-
pus” can be used to create users with different access rights: those with access to the 
dictionary only, and those with access to the corpus only. There may be users with no 
common simultaneous access to both systems. After the login prompt the system rec-
ognizes whether the user is an administrator with full rights and loads only the sec-
tions accessible to the user. The “administrative (control)” panel of each component 
has a link to “administrative (control)” panel and “end-user” part of the web-site of 
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the other component. If the user wishes to enter the “administrative (control)” panel 
of the other component, his rights are checked first. If these access rights exist, the 
user is redirected to the “administrative (control)” panel of the other component and 
his access rights to the other component are verified. If everything is OK!, a link to 
the “administrative (control)” panel loads. Thus the user can access the “administra-
tive (control)” panel of the second component without a repeated verification of the 
access rights. If the user has no access rights to the second component, no link ap-
pears. The link to the user interface always loads regardless of the component the user 
is in and independent of the user access rights. 
5 Conclusion 
The described software system for processing and web-presentation of Bulgarian 
language resources (parallel corpora and bilingual dictionaries) is still an experi-
mental tool. The system is intended for research purposes, but it will be applicable in 
the daily life for educational and translation purposes. The described structures of the 
tools are still not determined as permanent. Some changes and extensions are possi-
ble. Future implementation will include some “search” functions with a query, where 
the search parameters are fixed and which as a result will extract and show to the user 
the relevant information. 
The main idea of a realization of such system is to enlarge the possibilities of gath-
ering different linguistic knowledge about the natural languages and in particular the 
Bulgarian language. In order to preserve the natural languages we should have useful 
and easy to use tools where we can collect and manage the large amount of natural 
language data. 
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